ABSTRACT
Blockchain, the foundation of Bitcoin, has received extensive attentions recently. It serves as an immutable ledger which allows transactions take place in a decentralized manner. Each block contains a timestamp and a link to a previous block. By design and by purpose blockchains are inherently resistant to modification of the data. Although there are some studies on the security and privacy issues of blockchain, there lacks a systematic examination on the security of blockchain systems. However, this emerging technology has a great potential in the most diverse technological areas and can significantly help achieve the Internet of Things view in different aspects, increasing the capacity of decentralization, facilitating interactions, enabling new transaction models, and allowing autonomous coordination of the devices.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The aim at providing consistency criteria to capture the correct behavior of current blockchain proposals in a unified framework. Security solutions and privacy should be implemented according to characteristics of heterogeneous IoT devices. The technology can be used to authenticate, authorize, and audit data generated by devices. It has an ability to establish new foundations for both economic and social systems. Blockchain is named that way because it is basically an endless chain of blocks. Blockchain is much more than a foundation for crypto currency. It offers a secure way to exchange any kind of good, service, or transaction.

Fig: Introduction to BlockChain

II. SCOPE AND OBJECTIVES
The study analyzes its principles of work, technical specifications and features of Blockchain, as well as identifies economic, social and technical implication provided by the technology. In the scope of blockchain and IoT it’s interesting to look at the combination of blockchain and the Internet of Things as it’s used in insurance and will increasingly be, moving beyond the pure telematics model to the
connection of real-time IoT data in various perspectives for various intelligent automated insurance policy applications. This could be for security and control reasons with ongoing optimization, predictive maintenance improvements and AI-enabled ways to further enhance the decision-making while enabling again new applications when, for instance combined with digital twins.

Fig: Block Chain Using IOT

### III. OVERVIEW OF BLOCKCHAIN & IOT

Internet-of-Things comprises of computation, communication, sensing, and actuation functionalities, and such functionalities are distributed throughout the network. The Blockchain technology uses the combination of cryptography, a consensus algorithm, and a distributed ledger to create a decentralized and trustworthy platform. IoT—the interconnection via the Internet of computing devices embedded in everyday objects, enabling them to send and receive data. Blockchain—an encrypted, distributed computer filing system designed to allow the creation of tamper-proof, real-time records. The combination of the Internet-of-Things and blockchain technology has enormous potential to change many of the processes we all rely on today, but when combined, have even greater potential.

The security issues with regard to the IoT layered architecture, in addition to protocols used for networking, communication, and management. We outline security requirements for IoT along with the existing attacks, threats, and state-of-the-art solutions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BlockChain</th>
<th>IoT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Resource Consuming</td>
<td>Mostly devices are resource restricted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Block mining is time consuming</td>
<td>Demands low latency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BlockChain scale poorly with large networks</td>
<td>IoT is expected to contain a large number of nodes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BlockChain has high bandwidth consumption</td>
<td>IoT devices have limited bandwidth and resources</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table: Differences of Blockchain and IOT

### IV. CHALLENGEGS BASED ON BLOCKCHAIN AND IOT

A decentralized consensus mechanism may offer myriad benefits are information neutrality, authenticity, fault tolerance, security, etc. To support and operate with the blockchain, network peers have to provide, the following functionality: routing, storage, wallet services and mining. Storage capacity and scalability have been deeply questioned in blockchain. In this technology, the chain is always growing, at a rate of 1MB per block every 10 min in Bitcoin, and there are copies stored among nodes in the network. The IoT is transforming and optimizing manual processes to make them part of the digital era, obtaining volumes of data that provides knowledge at unheard of levels. This knowledge is facilitating the development of smart applications such as the improvement of the management and the quality of life of citizens through the digitization of services in the cities.

Currently, any failure in an IoT ecosystem exposes multiple devices, huge amounts of highly personal data (for example, smart home devices have access to intimate details about our lives and daily routines), supply chain partners and the community as a whole. Such security flaws typically revolve around three areas: authentication, connection, and transaction. Devices that verify, connect or spend improperly with other devices are all major concerns.

### V. ARCHITECTURE

Blockchain technology can be used in tracking billions of connected devices, enable the processing of transactions and coordination between devices; allow for significant savings to IoT industry manufacturers. This decentralised approach would eliminate single points of failure, creating a more resilient ecosystem for devices to run on. The cryptographic algorithms used by blockchains, would make consumer data more private. In this paper, we propose a new architecture for arbitrating roles and permissions in IoT. The new architecture is a fully distributed access control system for IoT based on blockchain technology. The architecture is backed by a proof of concept implementation and evaluated in realistic IoT
scenarios. The approach was exemplified in a smart home setting and consists of three main tiers namely: cloud storage, overlay, and smart home. In this paper we delve deeper and outline the various core components and functions of the smart home tier. Each smart home is equipped with an always online, high resource device, known as “miner” that is responsible for handling all communication within and external to the home. A typical smart home setting where a user, Alice has equipped her home with a number of IoT devices including a smart thermostat, smart bulbs, an IP camera and several other sensors. The proposed architecture shown includes three tiers, namely the smart home (or more generally the local network), the overlay network, and the cloud storage. Blockchain serves as an immutable ledger which allows transactions to take place in a decentralized manner. Blockchain-based applications are springing up, covering numerous fields including financial services, reputation system and Internet of Things (IoT), and so on. However, there are still many challenges of blockchain technology such as scalability and security problems waiting to be overcome. This paper presents a comprehensive overview on blockchain technology. We provide an overview of blockchain architecture firstly and compare some typical consensus algorithms used in different blockchains.

VI. LIMITATIONS AND BENEFITS

Due to the security reasons, this program was made in such a way that any block or even a transaction that adds to the chain cannot be edited which ultimately provides a very high range of security. The blockchain is a giant, distributed computer. Miners provide network security. The format of Blockchain designs in such a way that it can easily locate any problem and correct if there is any. It also creates an irreversible audit trail. As per the studies as an average cost of the Bitcoin transaction is $75-$160 and most of this cost is covered by the energy consumption. There are very fewer chances that this issue can be resolved by the advancement in the technology. The consumption of power in the Blockchain is comparatively high as in a particular year the power consumption of Bitcoin miners was alone more than the per capita power consumption of 159 individual countries. Keeping a real-time ledger is one of the reasons for this consumption because every time it creates a new node, it communicates with each and every other node at the same time.

VII. SECURITY

Blockchain technology follows a decentralized architecture, wherein all the devices in the network coordinate and cooperate with each other through pre-defined protocols. Thus, the devices stay connected to the blockchain network for participating in the consensus process. This always-connected feature makes IoT devices potentially more susceptible to security attacks. Blockchain technology is highly secure because of the reason each and every individual who enters into the Blockchain network is provided with a unique identity which is linked to his account. This ensures that the owner of the account himself is operating the transactions.

VIII. CONCLUSION

the state-of-the-art of existing blockchain protocols designed for Internet of Things (IoT) networks. We provided an overview of the application domains of blockchain technologies in IoT, e.g., Internet of Vehicles, Internet of Energy, Internet of Cloud, and
Fog computing. Through extensive research and analysis that was conducted, we were able to classify the threat models that are considered by the blockchain protocols in IoT networks, into five main categories, namely, identity-based attacks, manipulation-based attacks, cryptanalytic attacks, reputation-based attacks, and service-based attacks.

IX. FUTURE WORK

IoT technology will play an increasingly important role in our society for the foreseeable future, in both civilian and military (adversarial) contexts, including the Internet of Drones, Internet of Battlefield Things and Internet of Military Things. Not surprisingly, IoT security is a topic of ongoing research interest. A great mention towards Blockchain has been recently devoted by both researchers and companies, due to its high applicative power, mainly relying on the idea that Blockchain can implement a public, shared ledger without dedicating any trusted entity.
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